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NOTE: The targets included in this package are not official targets recognized by the NRA or any other
shooting organization. They are merely top quality targets covering a wide range of shooting flavors great for
training or competition between friends, etc. Think safety and shoot safely. May your aim be straight and true...

Adobe, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Reader and PostScript are registered trademarks of Adobe Inc..
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North American Hunter Magazine & North American Hunting Club
presents...

MacStudio’s exclusive
'Scale Indicator'

Included with all targets.

When a printed target
is scaled to its proper
size, this box will
measure exactly 1 inch.

Most target indicators include a scaling percentage below the indicator
showing the proper scale to print at the intended size of the target.

The 24 targets included in this package are free exclusively for North American 
Hunting Club members only and were selected specifically for hunters.

You’ll find sighting-in targets and shotgun patterning targets to get your gun choked for 
turkey, targets for rifle, pistol, muzzleloader, archery, plus much more.

All targets are created at actual size, then reduced to fit an 8-1/2" X 11" page. 
Included on each target is MacStudio’s exclusive ‘scale indicator ’ to aid in scaling the 
target to its original size.
 

Printable Shooting Targets are created in PostScript® so they may be scaled to any 
size without losing resolution or clarity.

MacStudio will glady create any target design requested by our registered customers. 
What’s your favorite target design? Let us know and we’ll add it to the current volume 
under development.

          Comments, questions or suggestions for improvement are encouraged.
                                   Visit www.macstudio.com online now...

Printable Shooting Targets requires Adobe Reader 4.0 or higher to view/print.



Competition Target
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	About PST...
	D-7 two or three shooter competition
	H-8 8 inch hi-vis multipurpose
	H-12 100 yard hi-vis rifle
	H-13 200 yard hi-vis rifle
	H-14 300 yard hi-vis rifle
	J-5 rainbow
	MM-2 25/50 yard muzzle loading rifle
	MM-3 100 yard muzzle loading rifle
	MM-4 50 yard muzzle loading slug gun
	N-9 1 inch modified benchrest
	N-12 1-1/2 inch modified benchrest
	S-1 small bore pistol close range
	S-2 standard pistol close range
	S-8 large bore close range
	S-9 large bore long range
	S-10 small bore short range
	S-11 small bore long range
	T-7 sight-in long range
	T-18r soght-in scope (red)
	W-24 turkey silhouette w/kill zone
	W-25 turkey w/vitals shotgun patterning
	W-28 shotgun patterning
	Y-1 field archery
	Y-11 rack'm up!
	OL-1 reticles (overlay series)
	PR-8 target stand (hanging balloons)

